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Abstract. For a membrane composed of elastic material with strain energy W per
unit initial volume, approximations to the energy per unit initial area are obtained
by integrating W through the thickness. The usual stretching energy M{r a) is
modified by including a bending energy term aB(r a, r ab) that is quadratic in the
second derivatives r ab . If W is the strain energy function for a stable material,
M need not satisfy the Legendre-Hadamard material stability conditions, but the
modified energy M + aB does satisfy these conditions. The special form that B
takes when the membrane is isotropic is given.

1. Introduction. Problems in the theory of large elastic deformations of mem-
branes [1] can be formulated by using the minimum energy principle, with a strain
energy function M(r a) that is a function of the first derivatives of the deformation
r(x,, x2). Membranes defined by such a strain energy function have no bending
stiffness, and as a consequence, there are problems in which the energy functional
has no minimizer. One way to remedy this defect is to replace M(r a) by an as-
sociated relaxed energy density Mr(r a) [2]. A different approach is to use a strain
energy function E(r a, r ab) that accounts for the bending stiffness of the mem-
brane through the dependence of E on the second derivatives r ab [3]. As Ball,
Currie, and Olver [4] have remarked, it can then be expected that minimum energy
problems will have solutions if E is quasiconvex in its dependence on the second
derivatives.

In the present paper we consider initially flat membranes of uniform thickness,
composed of a homogeneous elastic material with strain energy W per unit initial
volume. We derive from W an approximate expression for the energy per unit
initial area of the form E = M + aB , where M is the membrane energy and aB
is a lowest-order approximation to the bending energy. We show that if W is the
strain energy function for a stable material, then the approximate bending energy
aB(r a, xab) that we derive from it is indeed quasiconvex with respect to r ab .

The energy per unit initial area is the integral of W through the thickness of
the membrane, and exact evaluation of this energy requires knowledge of the de-
tails of the deformation through the thickness. However, we seek only lowest-order
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approximations to the stretching and bending energies, and for this purpose it is
sufficient to use an approximate deformation that varies linearly in the thickness
direction, as Kirchhoff [5] did in formulating classical plate theory. In Sec. 3 we
derive the general form of the stretching energy M{r a) for a material of arbitrary
anisotropy, and in Sec. 4 we obtain the lowest-order approximation to the bending
energy, aB(r , r b). Here a is a small parameter and B is a quadratic function
of the second derivatives.

Material stability conditions are discussed in Sec. 6. We restrict attention to
cases in which W is the strain energy density for a stable material. In particular,
this means that W satisfies the Legendre-Hadamard and Weierstrass (Graves [6])
stability conditions for every value of the deformation gradient. The associated
form of M(r a) does not satisfy these inequalities for all values of r a, and for
this reason there are problems in membrane theory that have no stable solution at
all. The object of adding a term aB(r a , rab) to the energy is to rectify this situation,
but of course nothing is gained by doing this unless the new energy function does
satisfy the appropriate material stability conditions. We show that this is indeed the
case, if aB is derived from the strain energy function of W of a stable material
(Sec. 7).

The remainder of the paper concerns various subsidiary issues. We first note, in
Sec. 7, that although B satisfies the weak form of the Legendre-Hadamard inequality,
it does not satisfy the strong form, so the associated equilibrium equations are not
totally elliptic as a system of fourth-order equations.

The restrictions on the form of the bending energy implied by isotropy of space
and by reflectional symmetry of the material are given in Sec. 8. In Sec. 9 we
restrict attention to isotropic materials and derive the expression for B in terms of
W(Xl , A2, A3), the strain energy expressed as a function of the principal stretches.

It is natural to suppose that the bending energy should be nonnegative, and in fact
there is a theory of fabrics for which this is true [7], The material stability conditions
are satisfied if B is nonnegative definite, but this is not a necessary condition for
material stability. In Sec. 10 we compare the material stability conditions with the
conditions for nonnegative bending energy in the isotropic case, for which the form
of B is relatively explicit. The additional conditions that W must satisfy in order
to ensure that B is nonnegative do not appear to be unduly restrictive.

2. Notation. We consider a thin sheet of homogeneous elastic material that is
initially bounded by the planes x3 = ±h in a system of Cartesian coordinates xA
(A = 1,2,3). If lengths are measured in units of a characteristic lateral dimension
of the sheet, h is a small parameter. It is convenient to write x3 = z, so that the
particle labels are xa (a — 1,2) and z. Generally, subscripts A, B, ... have the
range 1,2,3, and subscripts a, b, ... have the range 1,2.

In a deformation of the sheet, the particle initially at xA moves to the place
r*(x^). In terms of components with respect to an orthonormal system of base
vectors e(, r* is r*e(. Components with respect to a basis e; are numbered with
subscripts i, j, ... that have the range 1,2,3. We usually suppress such subscripts
by using vector and dyadic notation.
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The strain energy W per unit initial volume is a function of the deformation
gradients r* 4. For derivatives of W with respect to the deformation gradients we
use the notation

W a = *,*». WiA = dW/dr*A,

™ab = jWiAjB > WiAjB d2W/dr* AdT] B,

and for short, we may write

W, = dW/dr*A , WAB = d2W/dr*Adr%. (2.2)

The vector is the force per unit initial area on an element whose normal was
initially in the xA -direction. For each AB , is a matrix of stiffness coefficients
with elements WjAjB . This is not the same thing as B, the derivative of
with respect to xB , which is the vector

W.„ = W,c.r;cB. (2.3)

Notation similar to (2.1) is also used for other functions of the deformation gradients.

3. The membrane strain energy function. The strain energy per unit initial area of
the deformed sheet is

E=f W(r*a,r*3)dz. (3.1)
J —h

In membrane theory, E is approximated by a function M{r ) of the gradients of
the midplane (z — 0) deformation,

r(xfl) = r*(xa,0). (3.2)

To find the expression for M in terms of W it is sufficient to consider homogeneous
deformations, for which the second derivatives r* 4B are zero,

t*(xa) = r0 + raxa + fz. (3.3)

Here r0, r a and f are constants. For such deformations

E — 2hW(r a, f), (3.4)

and we take M to be the minimum of E with respect to f. At the minimizing value
f = f(r a), W is stationary,

W3[r,.'f(r,fl)] = 0' (3-5)

so the minimizing value of f is a value that makes the stress on surfaces z = constant
equal to zero. At the minimizing value, W has a local minimum in particular, so

<5f-W33[r fl,f(r J].<5f>0, (3.6)

i.e., the matrix W33 is nonnegative definite. When f has been determined, the
membrane energy function M is

M{ra) = 2hW{ra,i{ra)). (3.7)
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In notation like (2.1), the derivative of M with respect to r a is

Ma = 2/zWa + 2/AV3-Fa = 2/*Wa, (3.8)
since W3 = 0. Here we have used the notation Fa for the matrix

= <3-9>

Differentiating (3.8) gives

Mai = 2/z(Wafe + Wa3.F,). (3.10)
By differentiating (3.5) we find that

W3a + W33-Ffl = °> (3-U)
and using this in (3.10) gives

Mfl* = 2MWai-Fl.W33.F6), (3.12)
where Fa is the transpose of Fa .

4. Bending energy. Because the membrane energy function M(r a) does not de-
pend on the second derivatives r ab , which determine the curvature of the deformed
sheet, membrane theory treats the sheet as having no bending stiffness. To obtain a
lowest-order estimate of the bending energy of the sheet we suppose that the defor-
mation has the form

r*(xa , z) = r(xa) + zf{r a), (4.1)

where f(r a) is the value of r*3 used in the determination of M. Then

E = [ W(T a + zf a,f)dz. (4.2)
J-h

By expanding the integrand in powers of z we obtain

E = 2hW(j a , f) + (h'/3)f • f 6 + 0(h5). (4.3)
We see that the leading term is M{r a), the lowest-order approximation to the
stretching energy. The next term is the lowest-order approximation to the bending
energy. Since

= (4-4)

where Ffe is defined by (3.9), the second term in (4.3) is proportional to

B = f • W . • f ,
(4.5)

= ^-(Fl-W6f-F,).r>C(/,
a quadratic function of the second derivatives r ab .

It must be recognized that (4.3) does not give the value of E in equilibrium,
accurate to order h3. The stretching energy of the sheet is not M exactly, but rather
M + 0(/z3), and the 0(/z3) perturbation of the stretching energy is not included in
(4.3). Nevertheless, in the remainder of this paper we take E to have the form

E = M(r,a) + aB(r a, r ab), (4.6)
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where a is the small parameter h /3 and B is defined in (4.5). This is the sum of
the leading term of the stretching energy and the leading term of the bending energy.
For the simpler and more explicit case of infinitesimal deformations, the theory based
on an energy of the form (4.6) returns the usual equations of classical plate theory
even though the exact energy per unit area, which is known, is not exactly of the
form (4.6) (Love [8, Articles 301 and 304]). In the classical theory, third-derivative
terms that are 0(h ) are simply omitted [3].

5. Geometric formulas. We now treat the sheet as a surface r{xa). The vectors
r a are tangential to the deformed sheet. The normal vector N, the area per unit
initial area A , and the unit normal n are defined by

N = r . x r 2, = |N|, n = N/A (5.1),1 ~ *,2 '

Let Gab and Gab be defined by

Gab = *,a-rb> G<lbGbc = Sac, (5.2)

and let
a _ ^ab

\b~
ra = Gabr .. (5.3)

Then
ra-r,b = Sab and ra-n = 0. (5.4)

Any vector v can be expressed as a linear combination of the base vectors (r a , n)
and equally well as a linear combination of the reciprocal base vectors (ra, n),

v = r,a(r" 'v) + n("'v) = Ar,a • v) + n(n • v). (5.5)

This implies that the identity operator I can be expressed in dyadic form as

I = r ara + nn = r°r a + nn, (5.6)

and also as
U^rj + nn, (5.7)

where we have used (5.3).
By differentiating n • n = 1 and n • r b = 0 we find that

n' n a = 0 and i b • n = -n • x ab. (5.8)

Then setting v = n a in (5.5) gives

na = -Tb(n-Tba)- (5-9)

For materials with reflectional symmetry, the function f(r a) has the form f = <j>n
(see Sec. 8). Then with (5.9),

f)fl = (n<^6 ~ </,r''n) ' r,ia ' (5-10)

where
<t>a=d<t>!d r (<f>ia=d(b/dri,ay (5-U)
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Comparison of (5.10) with (4.4) shows that

Fb = ncj)b - </>rV (5.12)
6. Material stability conditions. Problems in finite elasticity theory can be formu-

lated as energy-minimization problems, with a total energy that includes the integral
of W(r*A) over the body. An energy-minimizing deformation satisfies various neces-
sary conditions, known from the calculus of variations. First, there are equilibrium
conditions: the Euler-Lagrange equations, natural boundary conditions, and Erd-
mann corner conditions (the equilibrium conditions at discontinuities). These are
the conditions that are used to determine equilibrium states, but, in fact, they are all
consequences of stationary energy rather than minimum energy. For a deformation
to furnish even a weak local minimum of the energy, it is necessary (but not sufficient)
that at every point the matrix of coefficients satisfies the Legendre-Hadamard
condition

(WujgU^UjVgZO) (6.1)
for all and vA . Although this is a stability condition, it does not make reference
to the shape of the structure or its loading in any particular problem. If it fails to be
satisfied for the value that takes at some particular deformation gradient r* i,
then that value of the deformation gradient can never appear in any stable equilibrium
state, and we say that the material is unstable at that value of r* 4 . Similarly, we
say that the material is unstable at a particular value of the deformation gradient if
it fails to satisfy the Weierstrass condition (which is actually due to Graves [6])

W(t*a + uva)>W(t*a) + Wa-uva. (6.2)
This is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for stability under large variations
of ■

As part of the definition of a stable material, we require W to have such a form
that (6.1) and (6.2) are satisfied for all admissible values of r* 4 . Then by making
particular choices of vA in (6.1) we find that

(a) u • (Wabvavb) ■ u > 0 and
(b) u- W33 u > 0.

We shall in fact need these relations only in the special cases in which r*3 = f(r* ),
and in that case (6.3)(b) is satisfied by definition of f (see (3.6)).

7. Material stability for membranes. In membrane theory, the Legendre-Hadamard
condition is

U • (MabVaVb) • U ̂  °- (7-1)
By using (3.12) we can write this in terms of W as

U " ̂ abVaVb> ' u > U • W33 * U > (7-2)
where

U - v¥a ■ u. (7.3)
For a stable material, the right-hand member of (7.2) is nonnegative by (6.3)(b), so
(7.2) is more restrictive than the material stability condition (6.3)(a), and we cannot
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expect that it will be satisfied at all values of r a . Indeed, any value of r that
yields a compressive normal stress in some direction violates (7.1) [2], This has
the unwanted consequence that there are apparently well-set membrane problems in
which the energy has no minimizer. That is, there is no equilibrium state that is even
weakly stable.

For an energy density of the form E(r a, r ab), the Legendre-Hadamard and
Weierstrass material stability conditions refer to the dependence of E on the second
derivatives r ab [9]. With E of the form M + aB, where B is quadratic in r ab ,
the Legendre-Hadamard condition can be written as

B(T,a>UVaVb)^°- (7-4)

That is, B is nonnegative whenever the second derivative has the special form r ab =
uvavb . The Weierstrass condition [9] is

B(T,a ' r,ab + aVaVb) > B(T,a> T ,ab) + (dB/dT,ab) ' UW (7*5)

The two conditions are in fact equivalent because B is quadratic in r ab . Now, with
B given in terms of W by (4.5), condition (7.4) is

U-(WaM)-U>0, (7.6)
where U is defined in (7.3). Then if W is the energy density for a stable material,
so that (6.3)(a) is satisfied, (7.6) is satisfied for all u, v, and r a , including values of
r a for which the membrane stress is compressive. Thus, adding the bending energy
aB to M does restore material stability, even if a is very small.

Quasiconvexity is an even stronger material stability condition, which implies the
Legendre-Hadamard and Weierstrass conditions [4, 9]. The converse is not known
to be true in general, but it is true for quadratic functions of r ab , according to van
Hove's theorem [10]. Thus aB is quasi-convex, and we expect the theory based on
the energy M + aB to be free from the nonexistence troubles that are met in pure
membrane theory [4],

The stability condition (7.4) is satisfied if B is nonnegative for all values of r ab ,
but this is not necessary for stability. In this connection, we note that it is not possible
for B to be positive definite as a function of the derivatives r ab . For, the relation
(4.4) expresses the six quantities fja as linear combinations of the nine independent
derivatives r ab, so it is always possible to choose values r ab , not all zero, such
that f a = 0. Then from (4.5), B = 0 even though the derivatives r ab are not all
zero.

The partial differential equations of equilibrium would be called strongly elliptic if
(7.4) were satisfied as a strict inequality whenever u / 0 and v ^ 0. This is not the
case, even if the equivalent inequality (7.6) is strict whenever U ^ 0 and v ^ 0. For,
U = 0 does not necessarily imply that u = 0, as we see from (7.3). The matrix vaYa
may be singular. In fact, it is always singular if Ffl has the form (5.12) appropriate
for materials with reflectional symmetry. In such cases (7.3) is

V = n(va4>a-u)-(t)VaTa{n u), (7.7)

so U = 0 whenever u is orthogonal to both n and va<pa .
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8. Rotational invariance and reflectional symmetry. We assume that superposing a
rigid rotation on a given deformation does not alter W . This implies that W can be
expressed as a function of the inner products G AB = r* A ■ r* B . It is more convenient
here to regard W as a function of the strain components EAB defined by

2 EAB = GAB-8AB. (8-1)
We use the notation

WAB = a W/dEAB , WABCD = d2 W/dEABdECD , (8.2)

and we stipulate that W is expressed symmetrically in terms of E4B and EB4, so
that

Wab = Wba and WMCD = WCDAB = WBACy (8.3)
Then

(a)W, = ^r% and

0>)Vac = wabcd*,b''d + waci-
We now restrict attention to materials that are symmetric under reflection in the

plane x3 = 0. For such materials, W is an even function of the shearing strain
components E3a, so its derivatives WJa are odd functions, and they vanish when
E3a = 0 . In terms of W(Eab , E)a , E33),

^a(Eab,0,E33) = 0. (8.5)
It follows that any second derivative WABCD with an odd number of subscripts equal
to 3 is also zero when Eia = 0.

For materials with this reflectional symmetry, the vector f(r a) is perpendicular
to the deformed membrane at each point; f = <pn, say. For, (8.5) and the material
stability condition W/}a3bva vb>0 imply that W(Eab , E3a , E}3) is minimized with
respect to E3a at EJc = 0, or thus f-r a = 0. The factor cj> is the deformed thickness
per unit initial thickness. This is determined by minimizing W{Eab, 0, E33) with
respect to E33,

W33(Eab, 0,E33) = 0, 2E33 = <f>2 - 1. (8.6)
The material stability condition ^3333 > 0 implies that a solution E33 of (8.6) is
a minimizer, and the stronger condition W3333 > 0 guarantees that the minimizer
is unique; we assume that this is the case. Thus (j> is some function of Eab> with
derivatives (j>ab, say.

Hereafter we assume that f = <pn. Then in the expressions for M and B , E3a is
zero. All derivatives fV4B and WABC[) with an odd number of subscripts equal to 3
are zero, and in addition W33 = 0. It follows that

Wa = Wabr<b and <t>a = <t>ab rb, (8.7)
and that

b, , + + WJ„n. (8.8)
To obtain the latter expression we have used the form of I given by (5.7) in (8.4)(b),
and r*3 = 0n. We also find that

W33 = + W3333nn ' (8-9)

since = 0.
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By using (5.12), (8.8), and (5.4), we find that

K ■ w*c • + Wbc)<t>d + 4>\wabcd + WbcGad)nn. (8.10)

Then from (4.5),

B = • ',«»)("• ',rf). <8.i i)
since

(8-12)
With (8.9), the condition that WJ3 is non-negative definite implies that

(a) ^ 0 and
(b) ^3333 > 0 ,

the former being satisfied for all va. With (8.8), the material stability condition
(6.3)(a) implies that

(<t>2Wia3b + WabKvb>0 (8-14)
and

(8-15)
for arbitrary va and ua . From (8.14) we observe that the first term of B in (8.11)
is nonnegative, but the second term may be negative even though (8.15) is satisfied.

9. Isotropic materials. If the material of the membrane is isotropic, W can be
expressed as a function of the isotropic invariants

h ~ Gaa ' ^2 = ^AB^BA ' ^3 ~ ^AB^BC^CA' (9-1)

The principal stretches (a = 1, 2, 3) are the positive square roots of the principal
values of the matrix GAB . In terms of the stretches, the invariants (9.1) are

Gaa = J2>-1, Ga1Gba = Y,C GabGbcBcj = -£C (9.2)
The formula for B in terms of derivatives of W with respect to the invariants is
of no immediate use in the present paper. However, some features of the bending
energy can be seen a little more clearly by expressing B in terms of W(Al , A2, A3),
the expression for the strain energy in terms of the stretches.

We shall obtain the expression for B when the coordinate axes are oriented along
the principal directions at the point considered, so that

r* = X u , u • u„ = S (9.3), a a a ' a fi ap \ >

(The summation convention is suspended for Greek subscripts.) Then

Gaa=l/Gaa = £, Gafi = G?fi = 0 (atfl). (9.4)

We shall compute the derivatives

^■a,AB = d^a/d^AB aiK* , ABCD ~ ® ®^AB® ̂ CD ' (9-5)
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evaluated at the values of E4B implied by (9.4) and (8.1). The derivatives ABCD
are taken to have index symmetries like (8.3). The derivatives are evaluated by
differentiating (9.2), substituting (9.4) in the resulting expressions, and then solving
for the derivatives (9.5). The nonzero derivatives of kx are found to be

*1,11 = W *1,111, =-!/*!> (9-6)

*1 1212 = 1/*,(*1 -*?)' *1 13.3= !/*,(*?" *3)" (9-7)

Each of the derivatives (9.7) actually represents four of the quantities A, ABCD.
Similar formulas for the nonzero derivatives of X2 and are obtained.

The derivatives of W with respect to EAB can now be expressed in terms of
derivatives with respect to the stretches,

Wa = dW/dAa, Wap = d2W/dXadXfi, (9.8)
by using the chain rule and formulas like (9.6) and (9.7). Typical results are

Wn = W\/Xx, WU22 = W\2/X\X2, (9.9)

^.111=^.1 /Aj-TF./Aj, (9.10)
and

W1212 = (Wjh -W2IX2)l{k\-X\). (9.11)
Similar formulas with other choices of the subscripts are also valid. Derivatives that
are not of these types are zero. That is, all of the derivatives WAB and WABCD
are zero except those that have subscripts equal in pairs. These results can also be
obtained by an argument based on formulas provided by Ogden [11, Sec. 6.1.4],

For abbreviation we write

^ = («*/*) (9-12)
and

Then
V = ^pwa-KWp)l^l-^) (Q * P)- (9-13)

^2,2 = W2' (9-14)
and since W3 = 0 (W33 = 0),

**3131 = ^3l/*l and **3232 = (9.15)

Various combinations of derivatives arise in the expression (8.11) for B :

^ ^3131 + ^11 = ^31 ' ^ **3232 + **22 = ^32' (9-16)

^1212+^.lG22 = ^12/*2' Wm2 + W22Gn (9.17)

^1111 +^nG" = Wn/k\, W1222 + W22G22 = W22/X22. (9.18)

We also use the abbreviations

D = ^2{X~x2 + A"2) + 2^12(A,A2)_1 (9.19)
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and
Rx = n • r n/Aj, R2 = n • r 22/A2. (9.20)

In (8.11) we first simplify by omitting those coefficients whose subscripts are not
equal in pairs, and then use the preceding notation for the remaining coefficients.
Then B has the form

B = /z31</>2, + nn<t>22 + D^n ' r, i2)2 + 4>2(WuR] + 2WnRxR2 + W12R\), (9.21)
when the principal directions of strain are taken as the 1- and 2-directions.

10. Stability conditions for isotropic materials. The condition that W33 is non-
negative definite is equivalent to conditions (8.13). For isotropic materials, with the
principal directions as the 1-and 2-directions, (8.13)(a) means that W/3131 and fV3232
are nonnegative; with (9.15),

//31 > 0 and fi32>0. (10-1)

These are two of the Baker-Ericksen inequalities. Since W^ = 0, they require Wa
to have the same sign as Xa - <j>, as we see from (9.12).

With (9.16), we see that for isotropic materials the stability condition (8.14) merely
repeats conditions (10.1). With (9.17) and (9.18), condition (8.15) takes the form

(uJXx)2{Wnv\ + nnv\) + {u2/X2)2(nnv\ +W22v2)
+ 2(ut/A1)(u2/A2)(lVl2 + vn)v\v2 > 0, (10.2)

which is to be satisfied for all ua and va . By various special choices of ua and va ,
we see that

H^n-0, W22>0, and fil2 > 0. (10.3)
It can also be shown [2, 12] that (10.2) implies that

[(WnW22)l/2 + Hl2]2 > (Wn + vl2)2, (10.4)

and that if (10.3) and (10.4) are satisfied then (10.2) holds for all ua and va .
Material stability does not require B to be nonnegative, but of course the condition

B > 0 does imply the stability conditions in particular. In the expression (9.21) for
B , the quantities <f> a and n • r ab can be specified arbitrarily and independently by
appropriate choices of r , . The terms that involve 0 are nonnegative by (10.1),
but for the terms that involve the normal curvatures n • r ab to be nonnegative, it is
necessary that

wn> 0, w22 > 0, ^11^22^^12' and D>0. (10.5)

The first three conditions require W to be locally convex as a function of and A2
wherever = <f>. As for the condition D > 0, by using (9.12) and (9.13) in (9.19)
we get the expression

Dx\x22(x\ - x\) = Xjv{ (A2 + 3A2) - A2w2( 3Aj + A2). (10.6)
Thus, the right-hand member must be nonnegative when A, > X2 and A3 = </>.

Although conditions (10.5) are not necessary for material stability, they do not
appear to be impossibly restrictive. In experimenting with various simple stable
forms of W, we found that conditions (10.5) were satisfied in every case.
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